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TERRAZZO
Timeless & Versatile

About Us
Wood Culture is Singapore’s expert in Vinyl Flooring, Engineered Timber and

Solid Hardwood.

At Wood Culture, we understand the importance of a good foundation.
It is with this basis and passion for product quality and service that governs the way 

Wood Culture operates. Our surfacing products provide practical advantages
in addition to realistic aesthetics. To ensure that every client is confident and
comfortable with their selection, we are also committed to be involved in

every stage of the project and will provide relevant information in the
selection process, installation and maintenance of the product.

Led by a strong management team with knowledgeable expertise in the
building industry for more than a decade, Wood Culture strives to

provide you with the professional service that you will need for every
residential or commercial project. Wood Culture serves developers, architects,

designers, contractors and home owners.

Wood Culture is a subsidiary of Hafary Holdings Limited.
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Timeless & Versatile
Let your personality shine through your home with Terrazzo vinyl tile collection. 

Available in ten colours from cool to warm hues, from subtle chips to bright and playful 
grain patterns,  Terrazzo vinyl tile collection elevates the ambience of your home.

Warm-underfoot, scratch-proof and moisture-resistant,  
Terrazzo vinyl tile collection is available in 300x600mm for versatile applications.



WCV385T
SABBIA

WCV384T
PIEDRAS

WCV383T
GRUS

WCV379T
CREMA

WCV372T
CLASSICO

WCV380T
GRIS CLARO

WCV387T
OSTRA

WCV386T
AVORIO

WCV382T
ANTHRACITE

WCV381T
SOLEIL

Colours & Designs

Shade and veining of actual product may vary from digital / printed image.

Terrazzo Vinyl Tiles  |  600 x 300 x 5mm
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